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exposure

"I tried to think of titles
that sounded iconic but
weren't actually real,"
says Christopher Bond.

Off the Shelf
Christopher Bond's
paintings take on all the
characteristics of old
Penguin paperbacks in
his show in Melbourne.

Cutters, "one of those titles that deliberately
references the way the abstract elements
interacted on the page - it's loosely based on
the Penguin cover for Arthur Miller's Tropic of
Cancer"; and The Light Complex, "similar to a
series of covers they did for psychoanalysis".
"I tried to think of titles that sounded iconic
but weren't actually real," says Bond, who
mimics the marks of decay (UV discolouration,
creases, folds and tears) on each painting before
re-applying it as the new cover of an existing
book. "Often the titles allude to the abstract
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layout of the book, the latent content. There is
melodrama in having myself as an author (the
more serious ones are by C. P. Bond, the more
flashy ones are by Christopher Bond) and some
subliminal link between my name and content
— The Hollow Frame and The White Scream are
to do with my trepidations about art. They
pessimistically track the daily struggle I undergo
in order to continue painting."
Each painted work of fiction is a laborious
three months in the making. Bond winces as he
admits to being "very anal" in their realisation

but insists that their success relies on such
perfection. "Here I feel that I've managed to
turn that sort of fiction into a more realistic,
non-fictional history of my own shortcomings,
while having a chance to say something about
the foibles of formalism along the way."
Next he thinks he might move away from
books and turn his attention to the video
cassette. "Watch that space," he says, -fr
Christopher Bond is represented by Nellie Castan
Gallery in South Yarra, Vic, tel (03) 9804 7366,
nelliecastangallery.com

